Treatment of the ventral intermediate nucleus for medically refractory tremor: A cost-analysis of stereotactic radiosurgery versus deep brain stimulation
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A B S T R A C T

Introduction: Medically refractory tremor treatment has evolved over the past half-century from intraoperative thalamotomy to deep brain stimulation (DBS) of the thalamic ventral intermediate nucleus (VIM). Within the past 15 years, unilateral radiosurgical VIM thalamotomy has emerged as a comparably efficacious treatment modality.

Methods: An extensive literature search of VIM DBS series was performed; the total cost of VIM DBS was calculated from hospitals geographically representative of the entire United States using current procedural terminology and work relative value unit (RVU) codes. The 2016 Medicare Ambulatory Payment Classification for stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS) was added to the work RVU to determine the total cost of VIM SRS for both Gamma Knife and linear accelerator SRS. Cost estimates assumed that VIM DBS was performed without intraoperative microelectrode recording.

Result: The mean unilateral VIM DBS cost was $17,932.41 per patient. For SRS VIM, the total costs for Gamma Knife ($10,811.77) and linear accelerator ($10,726.40) were 40% less expensive than for unilateral VIM DBS.

Conclusion: Radiosurgery of the VIM is 40% less expensive than unilateral VIM DBS in treatment of medically refractory tremor, regardless of radiosurgical modality. This finding argues for increased radiation oncology involvement in the management of medically refractory tremor patients.
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time of 146.4 min was used as the estimate operative time for VIM DBS for the present study, since the vast majority of VIM DBS cases reported have been performed without the use of general anesthesia [2–6,11–22]. The use of general anesthesia increased the mean intraoperative time to 192.5 min [22].

Costs of radiosurgical VIM thalamotomy

The estimated radiation oncology cost of radiosurgical VIM thalamotomy (Gamma Knife or linear accelerator) was derived from the 2016 Medicare fee schedule, due to its relative resistance to geographic and hospital variations in billing. Practitioner costs were derived from treatment planning, devices, and management (from CPT codes 99205, 77263, 77470, 77295, 77334, 77300, and 77432) based on the 2016 Oregon Health & Science University Department of Radiation Medicine mean payment per intervention.

The neurosurgery cost was derived from the work RVU for VIM SRS, based on CPT code 61796 rather than 61798 since the lesion target was less than 3.5 cm. The 2016 work RVU for this code was 13.93. The work RVU for stereotactic frame placement in Gamma Knife SRS (which unlike for DBS is billed from a separate CPT code) is 2.25, corresponding to CPT code 61800. These work RVUs were then multiplied by the conversion factor to obtain the neurosurgeon cost for VIM radiosurgery.

Results

Unilateral VIM DBS

The cost of OR time for unilateral VIM DBS (including initial setup charge, use of room, and nursing) is equivalent to 146.4 min × $100.59 per minute = $14,726.38. The anesthesia cost of 146.4 min of VIM DBS (CPT code 61863) is 21 units, equivalent to $2420.25 ($115.25 per unit). The neurosurgeon reimbursement for CPT code 61863 is equivalent to the work RVU, which is 20.71 multiplied by the previously published conversion factor of $37.942 per RVU = $785.78. Consequently, the total unilateral VIM DBS cost = $14,726.38 + $2420.25 + $785.78 = $17,932.41.

Radiosurgical VIM thalamotomy

Based on the 2016 Medicare hospital outpatient prospective payment rates, the comprehensive Ambulatory Payment Classification (APC) for Gamma Knife single-sesion cranial radiosurgery reimbursement is $8827 which is inclusive of delivery and ancillary codes but exclusive of co-insurance and other adjustments. This rate is equivalent to reimbursement for linear accelerator radiosurgery. For Gamma Knife, the estimated neurosurgeon reimbursement is equivalent to: (work RVU for radiosurgery + work RVU for stereotactic frame placement) × RVU conversion factor = (13.93 + 2.25) × $37.942 = $613.90. The radiation oncology reimbursement is equivalent to $1370.87 (Table 3).

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intervention</th>
<th>CPT code</th>
<th>Mean payment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consult</td>
<td>99205</td>
<td>$198.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical treatment planning</td>
<td>77263</td>
<td>$201.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special treatment procedure</td>
<td>77470</td>
<td>$130.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D plan</td>
<td>77295</td>
<td>$80.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device: per collimator</td>
<td>77334</td>
<td>$73.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiation dosimetry calculation</td>
<td>77300</td>
<td>$38.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiosurgery management</td>
<td>77432</td>
<td>$448.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>$1370.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Consequently, the total radiosurgery cost was $8827 + $613.90 + $1370.87 + $10,811.77 for Gamma Knife SRS. This total is 40% less than the cost of unilateral VIM DBS. Since linear accelerator SRS does not require frame placement, its cost is $8827 + neurosurgeon cost of $528.53 + radiation oncology cost of $1370.87 = $10,726.40 total radiosurgery cost, which is also 40% less than the cost of unilateral VIM DBS.

Discussion

Treatment of medically refractory tremor over the past quarter century has predominantly involved VIM DBS, yet VIM radiosurgery has proved efficacious, making it an attractive alternative for patients who either are not medical candidates for surgery or refuse operative intervention. The cost of each treatment modality had not been previously explored, which this study sought to address.

Although theoretically VIM SRS can be performed by either Gamma Knife or linear accelerators, the vast majority of the radiosurgery thalamotomy literature has been performed using Gamma Knife; prior to 2016 only a single study involving three patients has examined linear accelerator thalamotomy, and none of those patients had VIM as a radiosurgical target [7–10,24–30]. Anecdotally this makes sense, given the extremely high target dose (130–140 Gy) and the fact that Gamma Knife is frame-based for optimal head immobilization, a feature that linear accelerators do not share. Furthermore the potential morbidity of Gamma Knife is tracked and registered in a central database given the stricter monitoring standards of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission due to its cobalt source, while linear accelerators are not subject to such database reporting of morbidity and have historically been monitored by a less stringent regulatory body (the Food and Drug Administration) [31]. While such differences may not make much clinical difference in morbidity for most conditions, the extremely high doses used for this condition coupled with the proximity of critical structures has led to significant morbidity in linear accelerators during treatment for other functional disorders, such as trigeminal neuralgia [31]. However, a recent study involving a linear accelerator-based frameless system and quality assurance procedures examined 20 patients treated with VIM SRS to a median prescription dose of 140 Gy and found a mean error of distance to be only 1.1 mm based on post-treatment MRI [32]. Although no clinical outcomes have yet to be reported by this group, should their accuracy become reproducible by other centers, linear accelerator VIM SRS may increase in popularity. Recent advances in diffusion tensor imaging technology may also result in improved targeting accuracy, which could potentially increase the feasibility of linear accelerator VIM SRS even further [33].

It is important to note that both the mean operative time and anesthesia costs were calculated assuming that VIM DBS was performed without intraoperative microelectrode recording (MER) assistance. This is noteworthy, since in Parkinson’s disease patients where the DBS target is the subthalamic nucleus (STN) rather than the VIM, MER has been shown to improve targeting accuracy over image-guidance alone at the cost of increasing unilateral STN DBS operative time by 3 h, increasing the total cost of STN DBS by 158%, and increasing the risk of intracerebral hemorrhage without improving patient outcomes or preventing suboptimal DBS placement [23,34–39]. As MER is associated with a 60% increase in neurosurgeon reimbursement in STN DBS, it is possible that some neurosurgeons may choose MER for VIM DBS despite the absence of evidence supporting any contribution to clinical outcome improvement [22,23]. From a cost-effectiveness standpoint, any use of MER intraoperatively for VIM DBS would only exacerbate the increased cost of DBS versus radiosurgery for medically refractory tremor patients. Consequently, the surgeon preference regarding MER utilization should be communicated clearly to these patients when deciding between operative versus radiosurgical intervention.

Limitations of this study include its retrospective nature, the dearth of published reports of intraoperative OR time in VIM DBS, and the inability of the numbers presented in this study to be more than estimates due to the differences between hospitals in OR costs, costs per anesthesia unit, and RVU conversion factors. Furthermore as stated above, any use of MER during VIM DBS would lead this study to underrepresent the true cost of DBS for medically refractory tremor. Finally, because hospitals can arrange their own reimbursement rates for Gamma Knife SRS, the model described in this study is more stable for linear accelerator-based SRS. Nonetheless, this study provides the first systematic cost comparison of VIM DBS versus radiosurgical VIM thalamotomy for medically refractory tremor.

In conclusion, radiosurgery of the VIM is 40% more cost-effective than unilateral VIM DBS in treatment of medically refractory tremor, regardless of radiosurgical modality. This finding provides another important aspect to be considered for treatment modality decision-making, and argues for increased involvement of radiation oncologists in concert with movement disorder neurologists and functional neurosurgeons in the management of medically refractory tremor patients, particularly those who may not be able to medically or financially tolerate the stresses of operative intervention. Such involvement will be all the more important as newer methodologies, such as focused ultrasound, become employed in the treatment of medically refractory tremor [40].
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